Photographs by students of Charles Arnold

RITArc.0257

25 Large negative Contact sheet strips (4 frames per strip): 18 unidentified, 7 labeled:
   “Mitch Diamond”
   “Carl Chiarenza at Life Listening to Ralph Morse”
   “L to R Barbi Brill, Frances Glenn, (speaking of Pictures Department)”
   “Barbi Brill, Mitch Diamond (back to camera). George Reynolds (E.K.) Bob Webber”
   “Bruce Downes. Editor, Popular Photography”
   “L-R Bob Webber, Ralph Hattersley. Modern Art Museum”
   “Bruce Downes, Editor Popular Photography”

11 full page contact sheets, standard 35mm. Unidentified

5 Mounted 8x10 prints labeled:
   Portrait David A Anderson
   Jack Cubeta 2/8/65
   Dal Santo
   Lane Pederson
   Lane Pederson “Integration”

Mounted text label, “Advanced Photography Class visit to college of Oswego”

2 - 8x10 prints unidentified

11x17 or larger: 13 no i.d., 37 labeled:
   Kramer Exhibition Aillery (?)
   David P. Willis 5/8/69 “Rice-Solution #2”
   Suzanne Winterberger 5/74
   Biu Briggs
   Janice Pohland “self portrait”
   Gordon D. McKenna, Photographic Illustrator
   David P. Willis 5/8/69 “Rice-Extra”
   Harry Schaefer February 1969
   Martin Curry Photo Illustration III Motion #3 4/24/69
   Quentin L Karlos (x3)
   David P. Willis Celery Project April 3, 1969 (x3)
   Michael Spencer “Motion”
   Carl Quilitzsch Photo Illustration III 2/13/1969
   Weston Kemp 1962, Robert Frost
   David M. Spindel
   W.J. Smith
   Dave Young
   R. Brosan
   Tricia Purrington Deck (x3)
Ann Tucker (x2)
Carl M. Zucker 2/20/69
Barry Cohen
Chris Rollins
John Dickey
Becotte
Tom Neuenschuander
Kenneth M Scuban 157 Plymouth Ave (x2)
Carl Jactzer
Mitchell Diamond 2/8/1957 Contrived Photograph

36 Test scrap prints
2 - Patricia P. Deck screen prints in labeled folder

7 Large paper layout prints:
   Basketball game “It’s 61 to 43 and RIT is ahead at the half....”
   Photo class “Instructor Sonald L. Smith demonstrates basic lighting...Miss Joyce M. Deisinger is a
   patient model...”
   Chemistry Classroom
   George Eastman House
   Photography Chemistry
   Community Service
   Educational goals of Department of Photography

Unidentified poster
Poster “photography as Printmaking October 18-November 10 1968. Exhibition created by museum of
Modern Art